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                // About Us
                                
                    FRP Portable Toilet Manufacturers
                

                                                       
We at AR Industries as the FRP Portable Toilet Manufacturers have some of the best working hands when it comes to the manufacturing of a range of products from various types of toilets to outdoor gym equipment every product that we make is very durable and can last for years without giving you the pain in the head for the replacement or even major repairs. Just a slight care and these won’t let you down in the long run. We have designed them for hassle-free ownership. 
Outdoor Gym Equipment Suppliers in Haryana
We as the major Outdoor Gym Equipment Suppliers in Haryana have a lot to choose from such as FRP Portable Toilet, FRP Mobile Toilet, Bio Toilet, Bio Tank, Multi Play Station, Outdoor Gym Equipment, Outdoor Chest Press, Outdoor Shoulder Builder, Outdoor Sky Walker, Outdoor Surfboard. So feel free to choose whatever you need and let us know about all the bulk requirements. Even if you want the products in an emergency state we are here to deliver.
Multi Play Station Wholesalers in Faridabad
We as the most suitable Multi Play Station Wholesalers in Faridabad use the best materials. The sturdy construction and quality materials that we use to make our products contribute to reduced wear and tear over time. Hence we make sure to use top-notch materials known for their strength, ensuring products withstand wear and tear even in heavy use.
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            // Our Products
            AR INDUSTRIES
            
                
                    
                       
                        	FRP Portable Toilets:

Witness the sleek design and functionality of our FRP Portable Toilets. From events to remote locations, our toilets combine style with practicality.
	Bio Toilet and Bio Tank:

Discover the eco-friendly future with our Bio Toilets and Bio Tanks. Browse through images that showcase the seamless integration of sustainability and efficiency.
	Multi Play Station:

Explore the joyous world of our Multi Play Stations. See children's faces light up as they engage with these thoughtfully designed play areas, fostering fun and social interaction.
	Outdoor Gym Equipment:

Immerse yourself in the energy of outdoor fitness. Our Outdoor Gym Equipment, including the Chest Press, Shoulder Builder, and Sky Walker, is captured in action, promoting a healthy lifestyle under the open sky.
	Outdoor Surfboard:

Feel the thrill through our Outdoor Surfboards. Whether you're a novice or an experienced surfer, our boards are designed for an exhilarating outdoor experience.
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                        AR Industries is the best FRP Portable Toilet Manufacturers in Faridabad. Our FRP (Fiber Reinforced Plastic) Portable Toilet is tough. the FRP Portable toilet that we manufacture can easily tolerate all difficult situations and you can use them in any weather condition without any problem....
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                        AR Industries is the Lightweight FRP Mobile Toilet Manufacturers in Faridabad. Our FRP mobile Toilet is very easy and comfortable to use for our customers. It has a very comfortable seating system and it also has a very user-friendly interface so anyone from any age group can use it withou...
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                        AR Industries is the Efficient Bio Toilet Manufacturers in Faridabad. Our Bio Toilet uses biological processes to break down waste. These bio-toilets can naturally decompose human waste with the help of beneficial bacteria. They also help you in the conservation of water. Traditional toile...
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                        AR Industries is the Innovative Bio Tank Manufacturers in Faridabad. The Bio Tanks that we manufacture work like nature's recycling bins for your waste. They use tiny living organisms to break down the stuff you flush. These bio tanks are very safe and clean for your environment. Our bio t...
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                        AR Industries is the Dynamic Multi Play Station Manufacturers in Faridabad. The Multi Play Station is the ultimate swing that brings different swings together. It's not just about swinging; it's about swinging with friends. The Multi Play Station lets you swing together, creating a swing h...
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                        AR Industries is the best Outdoor Gym Equipment Manufacturers in Faridabad. Our Outdoor Gym Equipment is long-lasting. Our outdoor gym equipment has a very strong construction which gives it a long life. They are very compatible with gym people. Our outdoor gym materials are made up of goo...
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                        AR Industries is the Functional Outdoor Chest Press Manufacturers in Faridabad. The Outdoor Chest Press is very simple to use. It has no complicated settings or confusing buttons. Anyone can learn to use it easily and can work it out. Our Outdoor Chest Press has a comfortable seating arran...
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                        AR Industries is the Sculptural Outdoor Shoulder Builder Manufacturers in Faridabad. The Outdoor Shoulder Builder machine that we manufacture allows you to enjoy the outdoors while particularly targeting your shoulder muscles for a well-rounded and effective workout. You don’t have to lear...
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                        AR Industries is the Suspended Outdoor Sky Walker Manufacturers in Faridabad. The Outdoor Sky Walker is made for a specific purpose. It gives you efficient and focused fitness walking. Its design targets the muscles involved in walking and gives you a purposeful workout experience. the Out...
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                        AR Industries is the Dynamic Outdoor Surfboard Manufacturers in Faridabad. Our Outdoor Surfboard gives you a very different swinging experience and you will feel like you are riding on ocean waves. Our outdoor surfboard is not very easy to use and you need to have a lot of practice and coo...
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                            AR INDUSTRIES
                            	Unparalleled Quality:

At AR INDUSTRIES, quality is non-negotiable. Our products undergo rigorous testing to ensure they meet the highest standards. From FRP Portable Toilets to Outdoor Gym Equipment, each item is crafted with precision and durability in mind.
	Innovative Designs:

We pride ourselves on pushing the boundaries of design. Our team of creative minds continuously seeks innovative solutions to enhance outdoor spaces. Whether it's a Multi Play Station for children or an Outdoor Surfboard for thrill-seekers, our products are a testament to thoughtful design.

	Commitment to Sustainability:

Join us in embracing a greener future. Our Bio Toilets and Bio Tanks exemplify our commitment to sustainable practices. We believe in responsible manufacturing that minimizes environmental impact, contributing to a healthier planet for generations to come.
	Fitness for All:

Encourage a healthy lifestyle with our Outdoor Gym Equipment. From the Outdoor Chest Press to the Shoulder Builder and Sky Walker, our fitness solutions are designed to cater to all ages and fitness levels. Make fitness accessible in the open air with AR INDUSTRIES.

	Customer-Centric Approach:

Your satisfaction is our priority. AR INDUSTRIES is dedicated to providing exceptional customer service. Our team is ready to assist you at every step, from product inquiries to after-sales support. Your trust in us is the foundation of our success.
	Comprehensive Range:

Explore a diverse range of outdoor solutions under one roof. Whether you need a FRP Portable Toilet for events or an Outdoor Surfboard for recreation, AR INDUSTRIES offers a comprehensive selection of products to suit various needs and preferences.
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            Explore Our Gallery: A Visual Feast of Outdoor Excellence
            Dive into the vibrant world of AR INDUSTRIES through our captivating gallery. Each image tells a story of innovation, quality, and the boundless possibilities that our outdoor solutions bring to life. Here's a glimpse of what awaits you:
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                        Testimonials
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AR INDUSTRIES' FRP Portable Toilets were a game-changer for our events. Stylish, functional, and easy to set up. Our attendees appreciated the comfort they provided, and we appreciated the hassle-free service.
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We opted for AR INDUSTRIES' Multi Play Stations to create a vibrant play area in our community space. The kids love it, and it has become a focal point for families to gather. The durability and safety features make it a wise investment for community engagement.
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The Outdoor Gym Equipment from AR INDUSTRIES has transformed my daily fitness routine. Having a gym under the open sky is invigorating, and the quality of the equipment is top-notch. A fantastic addition to my active lifestyle!
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                                                 Request A Call Back
                        Don't Hesitate to Get in Touch with Us!
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                    AR Industries one of the best FRP Portable Toilet Manufacturers in Faridabad, Haryana, offers FRP Mobile Toilet, Bio Toilet, Bio Tank, Multi Play Station, Outdoor Gym Equipment, Outdoor Chest Press, Outdoor Shoulder Builder, Outdoor Sky Walker, Outdoor Surfboard, etc.
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